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Abstract: A magnetic-controlled flexible continuum robot (MFCR) is a kind of continuum robot
with small-size and flexibility that deforms under controlled magnetic fields, which makes MFCRs
easy to fit in special sizes and designs and provides them with the ability to feasibly arrive at the
desired area through certain blood vessel bifurcation. The magnetic drive method is suitable for the
miniaturization of soft continuum robots but shows limitations in realizing high flexibility. To achieve
miniaturization and high flexibility, in this work, the deformation schemes of a magnetic-controlled
flexible continuum robot (MFCR) are proposed, simulated, and experimentally validated. The
proposed MFCR includes a soft steering part made of a silicone elastomer with uniformly dispersed
NdFeB powder which has a specific magnetization direction. With the actuation of different magnetic
fields, the proposed MFCR shows three different deformation modes (C-shape, J-shape, and S-shape)
and high flexibility. By using the potential energy model combined with magnetic and elastic
potential energy, the quasi-static deformation model of MFCR is built. Through various simulations
and experiments, we analyzed and predicted different deformation modes. The results from the
experiments demonstrate the accuracy of the deformation model. The results indicate that the MFCR
has good control precision and deformation performance with potential applications in robot-assisted
minimally invasive surgery.

Keywords: magnetic continuum robots; precise control; deformation mode; interventional navigation

1. Introduction

Miniaturization [1–5] and flexibility [6–8] are the current goals of medical interven-
tional navigation robots [9]. A small-scale robot can significantly decrease patients’ recovery
times and reduce the size of wounds after minimally invasive surgery [10]. With more
flexibility, interventional navigation robots can quickly reach the target spot during cardio-
vascular disease surgery by passing across blood vessel bifurcations [11–13].

At present, the conventional method to pass through a blood vessel is to use guidewires [14],
which are made of metal materials with high biocompatibility [15], and the guidewire tip
can be preshaped in a variety of ways to pass through blood vessel bifurcations. However,
various issues could arise with this method, such as vessel perforation, breakage of the
guidewire tip, twisting of the guidewire tip, or loss of the guidewire [16]. Most of them
are rigid without flexibility, and the tip shape cannot be altered to accommodate changing
conditions in real time [17–19]. In tortuous blood vessels, steering is achieved by manual
control of the tip. Additionally, some loss is experienced during torque transmission to the
distal end, which makes interventional navigation more difficult. Therefore, it is necessary
to increase the flexibility of interventional navigation robots, which could adapt to the
real-time surgical situation better.
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At present, steerable guidewires and continuum robots (CR) offer alternative meth-
ods [20,21] to conventional interventional guidewires [22–24], which improve flexibility
and maneuverability. Researchers have proposed many different manipulation and actua-
tion methods, such as electric motors [25,26], cables [27–29], tendons [30], pneumatics [31],
smart materials [32], magnetics [33–35], and hydraulics [36,37]. However, traditional con-
tinuum robots require extra mechanical devices or structures such as drive mechanisms or
pneumatic chambers, which are difficult to miniaturize. To solve the problems mentioned
above, magnetic driven soft continuum robots at the milli- and submillimetre scale have
received significant attention [38–40]. Some researchers have inserted tiny magnets into
elastic polymers to increase their flexibility [41,42] and utilized the magnetic field [43–45]
for a simple structure and intuitive control. Soft continuum robots deform by the force and
torque generated by external permanent magnets or uniform magnetic fields. For example,
Daojing Lin et al. [42] proposed a continuum robot with a permanent magnet coupled to
the tip and optimized the effective workspace. However, it is well known that the size of
the magnetic material limits the magnetic strength which further affects the stiffness and
miniaturization of soft continuum robots. If small-sized permanent magnets were used for
interventional navigation, it would cause the limitation of miniaturization, which becomes
a contradiction [46,47].

Therefore, to solve this problem several studies have explored ways to realize the
miniaturization of continuum robots [48–50], such as mixing micron magnetic powder
in polymer materials [51] to replace the permanent magnet which is the limitation of
miniaturization. This solution realized the miniaturization of magnetic continuum robots,
but the improvement of the flexibility needs to be achieved.

Therefore, researchers have attempted to improve the flexibility of continuum robots
while maintaining the miniaturization of magnetic-controlled continuum robots. Re-
cently, programmable magnetization technology [40] has been used to enhance robots’
dexterity [1,52–54]. Hu Wenqi et al. [6] mixed hard magnetic microparticles with silicone
elastomer and created a soft robot with a single-wavelength harmonic magnetization,
which realized multimodal locomotion and improved the flexibility. Giovanni Pittiglio
et al. proposed a magnetic programmable catheter with unsymmetrical magnetization to
cause different deformation and adapt to the surrounding anatomy during navigation [55].
However, since the magnetic programmable catheter has difficulty miniaturizing, it is hard
for it to be applied to narrow and complex environments and structures. In addition, the
quasi-static deformation analysis and prediction is also insufficient.

In this work, we proposed a magnetic-controlled flexible continuum robot (MFCR) to
realize miniaturization and flexibility by designing various deformation modes (Figure 1a).
The MFCR was accomplished by creating a magnetic–elastic composite material and pro-
gramming its magnetization, which made it suitable to steer in the narrow blood vessel
bifurcations. On the other hand, to describe the proposed MFCR’s deformation modes
under quasi-static conditions, the magnetic potential energy and elastic potential energy
were coupled to build a potential energy model for quasi-static deformation analysis and
prediction. Numerical simulation and experiments were used to confirm the deforma-
tion prediction of the MFCR, which showed that the deformation control of the MFCR
could be realized well by uniform magnetic fields. Different deformation modes were
simultaneously devised to make it more flexible to reach the desired area through blood
vessel bifurcation. Furthermore, several in vitro experimental test setups were designed
to confirm the deformability, based on physiological structure characteristics of the aorta
and coronary artery. It is expected that MFCRs with different deformation modes can be
applied in more minimally invasive surgery situations, such as complex blood vessels.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the magnetic-controlled flexible continuum robot (MFCR). (a) Sche-
matic diagram of a partial artery in the heart region and the MFCR performing interventional nav-
igation. Due to the complex vascular anatomy of the heart region, the flexibility of the robot is very 
important. The MFCR is controlled by the magnetic field without contact. (b) The MFCR generates 
C-shape deformation at different angles by using a permanent magnet. (i) The maximum angle of 
the MFCR was tested by a narrow ring model. (ii) The ability of the MFCR to pass through the 
coronary artery was verified by a simplified aorta–coronary artery model. (c) Electromagnetic sys-
tem to perform deformation accuracy tests and turning tests which consisted of five orthogonal 
electromagnets and a camera to capture motion. The MFCR was placed on a testbed containing a 
model of a bifurcated vessel. 

2. Magnetic-Controlled Flexible Continuum Robot with Different Deformation 
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2.1. Deformation Principle of the Magnetic-Controlled Flexible Continuum Robot 

The performance of the MFCR depends on its material characteristics, structure, and 
magnetic field. The magnetic material in the elastic composite material generates torque 
τ  via magnetic field B


 [56], so that the magnetic moment direction of the magnetic ma-

terial inside points to the direction of the magnetic field. The torque is described as (1): 
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  is the magnetic moment of the magnetic material and B


 is the magnetic flux 

density of the magnetic field. In this work, torque is used to drive the MFCR, achieving 
deformation and navigation function. In order to predict the deformation of the MFCR, a 
simplified model based on total potential energy was proposed to describe the defor-
mation of the MFCR in the magnetic field. The MFCR was simplified to the Euler–Ber-
noulli beam model, and magnetic potential energy [57,58], and elastic potential energy 
was integrated into the total potential energy (gravitational potential energy is disre-
garded) to explain the effects of the magnetic field on the magnetic–elastic composite ma-
terial, and the governing equation of the deformation of the MFCR was derived. By re-
solving the deformation governing equation, the equation of MFCR deformation under 
the magnetic field may be determined. 

The total potential energy in the magnetic field is divided into two parts, which are 
described as: 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the magnetic-controlled flexible continuum robot (MFCR).
(a) Schematic diagram of a partial artery in the heart region and the MFCR performing interventional
navigation. Due to the complex vascular anatomy of the heart region, the flexibility of the robot
is very important. The MFCR is controlled by the magnetic field without contact. (b) The MFCR
generates C-shape deformation at different angles by using a permanent magnet. (i) The maximum
angle of the MFCR was tested by a narrow ring model. (ii) The ability of the MFCR to pass through
the coronary artery was verified by a simplified aorta–coronary artery model. (c) Electromagnetic
system to perform deformation accuracy tests and turning tests which consisted of five orthogonal
electromagnets and a camera to capture motion. The MFCR was placed on a testbed containing a
model of a bifurcated vessel.

2. Magnetic-Controlled Flexible Continuum Robot with Different Deformation Modes
2.1. Deformation Principle of the Magnetic-Controlled Flexible Continuum Robot

The performance of the MFCR depends on its material characteristics, structure, and
magnetic field. The magnetic material in the elastic composite material generates torque τ

via magnetic field
→
B [56], so that the magnetic moment direction of the magnetic material

inside points to the direction of the magnetic field. The torque is described as (1):

τ =
→
m×

→
B (1)

where
→
m is the magnetic moment of the magnetic material and

→
B is the magnetic flux

density of the magnetic field. In this work, torque is used to drive the MFCR, achieving
deformation and navigation function. In order to predict the deformation of the MFCR, a
simplified model based on total potential energy was proposed to describe the deformation
of the MFCR in the magnetic field. The MFCR was simplified to the Euler–Bernoulli beam
model, and magnetic potential energy [57,58], and elastic potential energy was integrated
into the total potential energy (gravitational potential energy is disregarded) to explain the
effects of the magnetic field on the magnetic–elastic composite material, and the governing
equation of the deformation of the MFCR was derived. By resolving the deformation
governing equation, the equation of MFCR deformation under the magnetic field may
be determined.
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The total potential energy in the magnetic field is divided into two parts, which are
described as:

Wmagnetic =
∫
− 1

µ0

→
Br ·

→
BdV (2)

Welastic =
∫ 1

2

(
Eε2 + Mθ

)
dV (3)

where µ0 is the vacuum permeability, Br is the magnetic moment of the magnetic materials,
B is the magnetic flux density of the external magnetic field, E is the elastic modulus of
the MFCR, ε is the strain of the MFCR, M is the combined moment, and θ is the midline
section angle of the MFCR.

The total potential energy of the MFCR can be described as:

W = Wmagnetic + Welastic (4)

For the MFCR, deformation can be considered in a 2D plane, combined with the
minimum potential energy principle. The differential equation of the MFCR deformation
can be described as:

∂W = 0 (5)

Eε− 1
µ0

BrB cos(θ − α) = 0 (6)

EI
d2θ

dx2 −
A
µ0

BrB(ε + 1) sin(θ − α) = 0 (7)

where α is the angle between the direction of the magnetic field and the magnetic moment,
I is the cross-sectional moment of the inertia, and A is cross-sectional area of the MFCR.
The angle-position relationship of MFCR can be obtained by solving Equations (6) and (7).

2.2. Manufacture of the Magnetic-Controlled Flexible Continuum Robot

Ferromagnetic materials are magnetized under the influence of a magnetic field.
Ferromagnetic materials can sustain high residual magnetization and coercivity even in
the absence of an external magnetic field, enabling them to produce magnetic fields on
their own. The MFCR was constructed using magnetic–elastic composites, including
NdFeB powder and silicone elastomer. The MFCR consisted of a magnetic soft part and
a non-magnetic soft part. The initial step in the preparation process was to prepare the
non-magnetic soft part by filling uncured silicone elastomer into a hollow tubular mold
by injection (Figure 2a). A core wire (nitinol wire) was used in the mold to increase the
stiffness of the non-magnetic soft part. When the injection process was completed, the core
wire was fixed inside the non-magnetic soft part after being cured at 24 ◦C for 16 h. After
the non-magnetic soft part was cured, SORTA-Clear 40 (Smooth-On, Macungie, PA, USA)
was uniformly mixed with NdFeB powder (particle size 5 µm) of the specific mass ratio
1:1 using a mechanical mixer for 10 min. Then, the mixture was injected into a reserved
mold position (Figure 2b). The magnetic part and the non-magnetic part were linked by the
bonding force between the silicone elastomer and cured at 24 ◦C for 16 h. After the curing
process was finished, the MFCR was separated from the flexible tubular mold, and the
magnetic part of the MFCR was constrained by a 3D-printed mold to actualize the design
of the magnetization direction (Figure 2c). An electromagnet that was able to produce a
1.5 T uniform magnetic field was used to finish the magnetization procedure of the MFCR.
The magnetization procedure lasted for 10 s. Finally, the proposed MFCR with specific
magnetization direction can be obtained by removing the 3D-printed mold.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the manufacturing process of the MFCR. (a) Preparation of the non-
magnetic part of the MFCR by injection, which is inserted into the nitinol wire in the center to en-
hance the stiffness. (b) Preparation of the magnetic part of the MFCR by injection. (c) The MFCR 
magnetized in the uniform magnetic field generated by the electromagnet, and different positions 
of the MFCR with different magnetization directions. The red arrow represents the direction of mag-
netization. 
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3.1. Deformation Simulation of the Magnetic-Controlled Flexible Continuum Robot 

Based on the MFCR equations in Section 2.1, the deformation prediction of the MFCR 
was accomplished, and the deformation prediction platform was built by using MATLAB. 
A three-dimensional electromagnet platform was built to test the deformation of the 
MFCR, and the simulation prediction results were compared with the experimental re-
sults to verify its accuracy. Figure 3 displays the magnetization direction distribution of 
the magnetic part of the MFCR. Through this magnetization direction design, according 
to the effect of the magnetic field and magnetic moment in Section 2.1, when the magnetic 
field is given in the opposite direction, the middle section will produce asymmetric defor-
mation. It is hoped that this will result in asymmetrical deformation and expand the 
MFCR’s deformation modes. 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the manufacturing process of the MFCR. (a) Preparation of the
non-magnetic part of the MFCR by injection, which is inserted into the nitinol wire in the center
to enhance the stiffness. (b) Preparation of the magnetic part of the MFCR by injection. (c) The
MFCR magnetized in the uniform magnetic field generated by the electromagnet, and different
positions of the MFCR with different magnetization directions. The red arrow represents the direction
of magnetization.

3. Control of the Magnetic-Controlled Flexible Continuum Robot
3.1. Deformation Simulation of the Magnetic-Controlled Flexible Continuum Robot

Based on the MFCR equations in Section 2.1, the deformation prediction of the MFCR
was accomplished, and the deformation prediction platform was built by using MATLAB.
A three-dimensional electromagnet platform was built to test the deformation of the MFCR,
and the simulation prediction results were compared with the experimental results to verify
its accuracy. Figure 3 displays the magnetization direction distribution of the magnetic
part of the MFCR. Through this magnetization direction design, according to the effect
of the magnetic field and magnetic moment in Section 2.1, when the magnetic field is
given in the opposite direction, the middle section will produce asymmetric deformation.
It is hoped that this will result in asymmetrical deformation and expand the MFCR’s
deformation modes.
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3.2. Deformation Ability of the Magnetic-Controlled Flexible Continuum Robot 
In addition to the two deformation modes above, in a large magnetic field, the MFCR 

showed C-shape deformation. The deformation angle of the MFCR was recorded by the 

Figure 3. Magnetization direction design and distribution of the MFCR. The white arrows inside rep-
resent the direction of the magnetic moment inside the MFCR. L1 = 6 mm, L2 = 3 mm, and L3 = 6 mm.

The length of magnetic part is L = 15 mm and the diameter is D = 1.5 mm. One side of
the MFCR was fixed to the support of the experimental platform on a three-dimensional
electromagnet platform capable of producing a three-dimensional magnetic field. Using
a DSLR camera, the robot’s static deformation in the presence of a magnetic field was
examined. The experimental results of the MFCR were measured by an image analysis
program (Image J) based on the obtained images, which are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Analysis results of different deformation modes: (a) C-shape deformation, (i) schematic
of the C-shape deformation, (ii) the bending angle is denoted as α, and the position of the tip is
characterized by Vmax, (iii) bending angle of the simulation results and experimental results (n = 3),
(iv) tip position of the simulation results and the experimental results (n = 3), (b) J-shape deformation,
(i) schematic of the J-shape deformation, (ii) the bending angle is denoted as α1 and α2, and the
position of the tip is characterized by Vmax, (iii) bending angle of the simulation results and the
experimental results (n = 3), (iv) the tip position of the simulation results and the experimental results
(n = 3), (c) S-shape deformation, (i) schematic of the S-shape deformation, (ii) the bending angle is
denoted as α1 and α2, and the position of the tip is characterized by Vmax, (iii) the bending angle of
the simulation results and the experimental results (n = 3), and (iv) the tip position of the simulation
results and the experimental results (n = 3). The red arrow represents the direction of the external
magnetic field.
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3.2. Deformation Ability of the Magnetic-Controlled Flexible Continuum Robot

In addition to the two deformation modes above, in a large magnetic field, the MFCR
showed C-shape deformation. The deformation angle of the MFCR was recorded by the
DSLR camera to evaluate its deformation ability using 3D-printed narrow channels. The
diameter of the channels was 4 mm. Ring channels with different angles of 30◦–130◦ (30◦,
50◦, 60◦, 70◦, 90◦, 110◦, 120◦, and 130◦) were designed to test the turning ability of the
MFCR. The process consisted of two steps. First, it was made to pass through a right-angled
channel to remain stable, and then it was made to turn to a channel with specific angles.
The test results are shown in Figure 5a below.
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the testing deformability of the MFCR. (a) A permanent magnet was
used to control the MFCR to produce C-shape deformation, and the robot passed through the narrow
ring with angles of 30◦, 50◦, 60◦, 70◦, 90◦, 110◦, 120◦, and 130◦ successively. (b) Schematic diagram of
the anatomical features of the cardiac vascular region. (c) The permanent magnet guided the MFCR
through the models of the aorta–coronary artery: (i) the obtuse angle, (ii) the right angle, and (iii) the
acute angle.

The results demonstrated that under the magnetic field created by a permanent magnet,
the MFCR exhibited C-shape deformation. The capacity of the MFCR to pass through
channels with varying angles of 30◦ to 130◦ by big angle bending deformation of the C-
shape demonstrated that it had flexible turning ability and showed that it may be used to
pass blood artery bifurcations at various angles.

In vascular interventional surgery, doctors use rigid guide wires to reach the human
coronary artery for treatment (e.g., percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty). The
angle between the aorta and coronary artery varies depending on the physiological and
anatomical features of the human body. A specific mean value of angle is shown in Table 1.
In order to show the deformation benefits of the MFCR in vascular interventional surgery,
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simplified models of aorta–coronary artery with three different angles were designed. The
MFCR controlled by the permanent magnet was used to deform at blood vessel bifurcation,
making its tip enter the bifurcation channel of blood vessels, and then gradually diminish
the intensity of the magnetic field, making it gradually enter the bifurcation of blood vessels
with the help of manual operation. Figure 5c shows the path of the MFCR through the
aorta–left coronary artery and aorta–right coronary artery at varied angles.

Table 1. Different types of aortic–coronary artery angle.

Type α1 α2

Acute Angle 123.0◦ 109.3◦

Right Angle 90.0◦ 90.0◦

Obtuse Angle 72.0◦ 65.0◦

3.3. Deformation in Different Situations of the Magnetic-Controlled Flexible Continuum Robot

During vascular interventional surgery, the guide wire may encounter obstructions
such as thrombi or other adhesions on the vascular wall that make it more challenging
to pass through the bifurcation of the vessel without trouble. For the MFCR, different
deformation modes can be used to adapt to navigation in different conditions. According
to Section 3.1, the MFCR can exhibit J-shape deformation (Figure 6a and Supplementary
Video S1) and S-shape deformation (Figure 6b and Supplementary Video S2) when driven
by magnetic fields in various directions. Two different types of obstructions were placed
at the blood vessel bifurcation. As seen in Figure 6, the magnetic field caused the MFCR
to distort in order to test its capacity to bypass obstacles and pass through the branch of
blood arteries.
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Figure 6. Schematic of the MFCR passing through the blood vessel bifurcation. (a) J-shape defor-
mation to avoid the obstacle adhering to the side wall and to enter the branch blood vessel on the
upper left smoothly: (i) approach to turning, (ii) J-shape deformation, (iii) bypassing the obstacle,
and (iv) entering the branch blood vessel. (b) S-shape deformation to avoid the obstacle adhering
to the vascular wall and to enter the branch blood vessel in the upper right smoothly: (i) approach
to turning, (ii) S-shape deformation, (iii) bypassing the obstacle, and (iv) entering the branch blood
vessel. An electromagnet system was used in this experiment to generate magnetic fields at various
angles. Red ultralight clay was used as the possible obstacles (such as thrombus) in blood vessels.
The white arrows show the magnetic field direction. Videos of the experiments are available in the
Supplementary Materials.
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4. Discussion

Compared with robots driven by motors or pneumatics, the soft navigation robot
proposed in this paper was controlled by a non-contact magnetic field, without extra
space to place the motor or gas chamber to meet the deformation requirements, and the
size of the robot was reduced, making it more suitable for use in minimally invasive
navigation surgery.

The MFCR was made by a magnetic–elastic composite material. Compared with
traditional interventional guidewires, soft silicone elastomer has a stiffness similar to
biological tissues. Meanwhile, the nitinol wire, which is known as a biocompatible material,
was wrapped with the silicone elastomer to prevent the nitinol wire from harming or
injuring the vascular tissue.

The MFCR presented in this work utilized micron-sized ferromagnetic materials that
were spread in the silicone elastomer to change it into a soft magnet with flexibility and
deformability in contrast to traditional flexible robots that use small permanent magnets as
the source of the internal magnetic moment. Correspondingly, the evenly dispersed micron
ferromagnetic material provided the robot with a continuous and uniform distribution of
magnetic moment and stiffness. A torque produced by the magnetic moment and external
magnetic field was used to control the deformation of the MFCR.

For non-contact control, the MFCR deformed through the external magnetic field. Less
than 150 mT of magnetic field was utilized in the experiment; thus, there would be no
negative effects on the human body. In addition, it has been demonstrated that the silicone
elastomer could be utilized directly on human skin without causing biological toxicity,
which enhanced the biocompatibility and biosecurity of the MFCR.

Permanent magnets can generate a large gradient magnetic field and improve the
deflection ability of soft continuum robots. An external uniform magnetic field in the
desired direction is able to transmit the magnetic torque accurately, which makes the
proposed MFCR deflect in different shapes. In addition, it has the advantage to use a three-
dimensional electromagnet platform for accurate control of the magnetic field’s direction
and accurate control of the MFCR. Therefore, the asymmetrical deformation modes of the
proposed MFCR have been shown, and it has been demonstrated that the proposed MFCR
is suitable for application in robot-assisted minimally invasive surgery.

Combining the magnetic potential energy and elastic potential energy in the Euler–
Bernoulli beam model, a simulation model for forecasting the deformation of the MFCR was
built. The model was verified by comparing the experimental results with the simulation
results. Compared with existing magnetic robots embedded with small magnets, the MFCR
proposed in this paper increased its flexibility through uniformly dispersed magnetic
materials. The elasticity modulus is close to that of silicone elastomer which improved
the safety in the process of interventional navigation. Additionally, a continuum model
may predict continuous deformation more accurately and can reduce the distortion and
eccentricity in deformation brought on by a discontinuous distribution of magnets.

By designing and editing the magnetization direction by using a mold, it is hoped for
a magnetic-controlled flexible continuum robot with asymmetrical deformation modes to
be obtained through the asymmetrical distribution of magnetization direction. According
to the current magnetization direction distribution design, when magnetic fields with
different directions were given, the MFCR showed different deformation modes, as shown
in Figure 4.

With the increase in the magnetic field, the magnetic part of the MFCR gradually
showed C-shape deformation (Figure 4a), which is a common deformation mode for a
continuum navigation robot. By creating a magnetic field at a 45-degree angle, the end
and the tip of the MFCR point toward the direction of the magnetic field. It can deflect the
MFCR in a C-shape. Figure 4a shows the bending experimental result of the MFCR when
the externally uniform magnetic field is changed from 19.7 mT to 127 mT. Figure 4a(iii)
shows the bending angle of the simulation results and the experimental results. From the
experimental results, the MFCR shows C-shape deformation and covers a steering range of
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about 93.2◦. In addition, the simulation results agree well with the experimental results
within a mean error of about 2.979◦. Figure 4a(iv) demonstrates the tip position of the
simulation results and the experimental results. Similarly, the simulation results showed
good agreement with the experimental results within a mean error of about 0.145 mm. It is
believed that the deformation shown by this magnetic moment distribution would create
favorable effects while passing through the bifurcation of blood vessels, which can help the
MFCR for navigation use.

Apart from the C-shape, the MFCR can also realize J-shape and S-shape deformation
With the increase in the magnetic field (19.7 mT–127 mT) at a minus 90 degree angle,
MFCR gradually showed J-shape deformation (Figure 4b). The MFCR deformed in a
J-shape can deflect from 0◦ to 66.6◦. By setting the magnetic field with the configuration
in Figure 4b(ii), the tip part obtains a larger magnetic torque than the end part, which
results in J-shape deformation. Two bending angles (α1 and α2) were denoted to conduct
quantitative analysis of the J-shape. In addition, the tip position was also considered to
measure the error of the simulation and experimental results. Figure 4b(iii) shows the
bending angle of the simulation results and the experimental results. The simulation results
showed good agreement with experimental results. The mean error of angles is about
0.555◦ (α1) and 2.309◦ (α2), and the mean error of the tip position is about 0.328 mm. The
MFCR can actively deform into a J-shape, which can help the MFCR to navigate and pass
through the sharp bifurcation of the blood vessels.

With the increase in the magnetic field (19.7 mT–127 mT) at a 135 degree angle, the
MFCR gradually showed S-shape deformation (Figure 4c). In S-shape deformation mode,
the MFCR deflects with opposite curvature directions on the two sides of the beam. When
the external magnetic field is set with the configuration in Figure 4b(ii), the tip part and
the end part obtain opposite magnetic torques and they have a similar curvature radius.
Due to the magnetic torque contribution of the middle part, the tip part obtains a slightly
larger curvature radius than the end part. The parameters for the quantitative analysis
are the same as the J-shape, which are shown in Figure 4c(iii,iv). Similarly, the simulation
results showed good agreement with the experimental results. The mean error of angles is
about 0.589◦ (α1) and 0.499◦ (α2), and the mean error of the tip position is about 0.103 mm.
For mode S, the curvature of the end and tip can be varied by adjusting the direction of
the magnetic field. In this deformation mode, the MFCR can be controlled to bypass the
obstacle and arrive at its back end.

The deformation test demonstrated that the MFCR can be controlled by both per-
manent magnets and electromagnets. Combined with the physiological and anatomical
characteristics of the aorta–coronary artery, narrow ring channels with different angles
from 30◦ to 130◦ were designed, and the MFCR’s ability to turn was verified by using the
permanent magnet to produce C-shape deformation (Figure 5a) with a large turning radius.
To prove the potential of the MFCR for application in the surgical environment better,
three simplified models with different angles were designed according to the structural
characteristics of the aorta–coronary artery (Figure 5b). In the simulated vascular channel,
bending deformation made the MFCR enter the branch blood vessel. Flexible control of the
MFCR reduced the turning time by adjusting the position and direction of the permanent
magnets that were held in the operator’s hands or installed on a robot arm. The balance
between accuracy and economy can also lower the overall operating and surgical costs,
including time and money costs.

The three-dimensional electromagnetic platform generates a controllable magnetic
field. Based on the experiments and simulations in Section 3.1, the MFCR deflected in
the J-shape to pass through the blood vessels. J-shape deformation generated a larger
turning radius as shown in Figure 6a, which makes the MFCR able to bypass thrombosis
obstacles adhered to the outside of the main blood vessel and enter the next level of blood
vessels. This shows the potential to solve the problem that traditional metal guide wires are
unable to change their turning radius. Similarly, the MFCR deflected in the S-shape by the
actuation of the magnetic field at the specific angle. Because of the magnetization design,
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the tip of the MFCR obtained a slightly larger curvature radius than the end part. This mode
S could adapt to thrombosis obstacles sticking at the top or right vascular wall as shown in
Figure 6b. Utilizing various deformation shapes is anticipated to increase surgical safety by
lowering friction-damage-related problems after interventional navigation surgery.

5. Conclusions

In this study, in order to improve the flexibility of the soft continuum robot while
maintaining the advantage of miniaturization, we proposed the MFCR. The flexibility
and applicability of the MFCR were verified under the control of the permanent magnet
and a three-dimensional electromagnetic platform. Through simulations and experiments,
the characterization of the MFCR was executed. It was demonstrated that the simulation
results showed good agreement with the experimental results. The maximum mean error
of angles was about 2.979◦, and the maximum mean error of the tip position was about
0.328 mm. The results showed that the MFCR’s multi-mode deformation was preliminarily
verified with external magnetic fields in various directions, which had the potential to be
applied to different vascular surgery situations. However, the current simulation model
is still in the 2D plane. During the deformation prediction and multi-mode deformation
experiments, the motion of the robot was limited to the 2D plane, and the magnetic field
was also in the robot motion plane. In addition, during the deformation prediction test,
the end of the robot was fixed, which affects its motion. Therefore, it is anticipated that
the robot’s boundary conditions and the deformation model in 3D space will be solved in
the future.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://www.
mdpi.com/article/10.3390/act12060247/s1. Video S1: J-shape deformation, Video S2: S-shape deformation.
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